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Measurements 

 The various terms, phrases and methods of measuring textile products can be a challenge.  In 
almost all cases the ‘standard’ we follow will be:

• Width (w) – the distance across the face or front of the bag.  In some bag styles, this distance is 
different at the base than it is at the top, i.e., a boat or tote style bag will have a shorter length at 
the base than at the top.  However, in describing most wine bags, due to the structure of the bag, 
we use a nominal single number one may trust in accuracy and logistic planning.

• Height (h) – the distance from the bottom of the bag to the top of the bag.  This measurement 
does not include handles or straps, but again, is the nominal distance one can assume for logistics 
considerations.

• Depth (d) – the distance from the front of the bag to the back of the bag.  In some cases, this 
distance is also referred to as a gusset – however, we refer to gusset as below.

• Gusset – the distance from the front of a pocket to the bag wall, or face, or back of the pocket.  
For instance, on the front or back of many bags a pocket is placed, usually opening  via a 
zipper; this pocket can have no gusset by just sewing a panel to the face of the bag; or it can be 
constructed and sewn to have a ‘distance’ or space allowing more capacity.  This measurement 
is referred to as the gusset.  Hence, it is not used in the general description of bags presented 
herewith.





OneBottle

Small One Bottle 1205
Double insulating seal, with elastic gather 
at neck and Velcro seal at top.  Insulated 
and sized for a  ml bottle.  One inch 
heavy gauge webbing shoulder strap.                                                                                                    

Dimensions: ”H x ”Diameter                                                                                 
Adorn: ”H x ”W 

Gift Bottle Sak 1283
Plush Velvet, genuine leather suede, or 
printed cotton fabric.  This stylish sak 
ensures remembrance long after the wine 
is gone.        

Dimensions: ”H x ”Diameter                                             
Adorn: ”H x ”W

Water & Wine Tote 6366
Removable shoulder strap, handle, draw 

string top with  ball-lock closer, nylon lined 
and fully insulated.  Style function and life-

long quality.                                                                    

Dimensions: ”H x ”Diameter                                            
Adorn: ”H x ”W 

One Bottle 1215
Fully insulated on-bottle capacity.  Nylon 

lined with two inside pocket - one for 
corkscrew and one housing chill pack.  

Heavy gauge webbing shoulder strap and 
wide array of fabric choices.                                                      

Dimensions: .”H x ”Diameter                                             
Adorn: ”H x ”W 





TwoBottle

Vintage Two Bottle 1240V
Similar to our  bag, but with the added 

benefit of an adjustable shoulder strap.  
Both the  and v are available in 

several choices of materials; moderate 
weight nylon ( denier), full leather, 

quality cotton prints, and tapestry fabrics.                                                    

             Dimensions: .”H x ”W x .”D

Adorn: ”H x ”W

1240 Two bottle 

Our classic and patented two bottle bag 
features full insulation, interior swing 
pocket housing non-toxic reusable chill 
pack, heavy gauge webbing, nylon lining 
(no vinyl), and small interior corkscrew 
pocket.                                       

Dimensions: .”H x ”W x .”D

Adorn: ”H x ”W

1240S Two Bottle Bodega

Flap unbuckles to two open pockets.  Main 
area has two large sections: one contains 
a two bottle sleeve with swing pocket 
housing a chill pack. Inside zipper pocket 
for business cards, pens, corkscrews, etc.                                                                   

Dimensions: .”H x ”W x ”D

Adorn: ”H x ”W



Two Bottle Traveler 6669
Similar to the other bags in the traveler 

series, with a large flap over front pocket 
and two Segregated interior bottle slots.   

Equipped with provided chill pack, perfect 
for cooling wine or other bottled liquids.

             Dimensions: .”H x .”W x .”D

Adorn: ”H x ”W



TwoBottle

6293 Glass & Bottle Bag

Originally designed for the folks at Riedel Crystal  this case 
is fully insulated and lined with ‘continuous loop’ fabric.  

This allows an infinite number of separator arrangements 
to protect various sizes and shapes of stem ware, as well 

as wine bottles.  Interior pocketing holds two chill packs.  
Leather handle wrap for comfort and an adjustable/

removable shoulder strap with large comfortable pad.                                                       

         Dimensions: .”H x .”W x ”D

Adorn: .”H x ”W

6376 Mag Two

This bag is uniquely styled with a very unusual interior.  
Constructed to accept either  -  ml bottles, or by re-

arranging the inside, it will hold one . bottle.  The bag is 
fully insulated, includes chill pack, and can be arranged with 

inside zippered pocketing.  In addition, the interior of the 
bag is lined with either a printed cotton or tapestry fabric - 

giving the bag a very unique and rich appearance.                                       

       Dimensions:  ”H x ”W x ”D

Adorn: ”H x .”W





ThreeBottle

1239V               
Three Bottle

               

Adjustable 
permanent shoulder 
strap; heavy nylon, 

cotton (solid or 
print) or polyester 
outer; nylon lined; 
inside open pocket 
for corkscrew; two 
swing pockets with 

chill packs.  Also 
available as a  
which comes with 

a handle instead of 
shoulder strap.                  

Dimensions:                      
”H x ”W x ”D                                             

Adorn:                                
”H x ”W

6714F   
Three Bottle 

Backpack  
             

 Three bottle slots 
highly protected 

and insulated; 
padded IPad 
or notebook 

pocketing; stowable 
shoulder strap; 

grab handle and 
very comfortable 
backpack straps.  

This bag is simply a 
ligher and smaller 

derivation of 
the Four Bottle 

Backpack.               

Dimensions:                      
”H x ”W x ”D                                             

Adorn:                             
”H x ”W

1239S  
Three Bottle Sales 

              

Two major sections 
- one holding a 

three bottle sleeve 
(insulated with 

chill packs in swing 
pockets) and the 
other providing 
room for laptop, 

bound marketing 
materials or 

personal affects.  
Two convenient 

zippered pockets 
for corkscrew, pens, 

etc.            

Dimensions:                      
.”H x ”W x .”D                                            

Adorn:                             
”H x ”W

1280   
Three Bottle 

Backpack               

Flap unbuckles to 
two outer pockets; 
one zip-close, one 

tab-close.  Main 
area has three 

large sections; one 
contains a three 

bottle sleeve with 
swing pockets 

housing two chill 
packs.  Inside 

zippered pockets 
for business cards, 
pens corkscrews, 
etc.  Customized 

leather trim 
available.                   

Dimensions:                      
”H x .”W x ”D                                             

Adorn:                             
”H x ”W





Tall Versions 
All of the insulated bottle bags we manufacture are also available in a “Tall” 
version.  While fairly uncommon just a few years ago, the expanding use of various 
shaped and sized bottles demands this option be considered.  Generally, you may 
assume that a “Tall” version will add approximately  inches to the bag height. 





FourBottle

Four Bottle Salesperson 1224
Adjustable/removable shoulder strap with 

pad; leather hand wrap; two insulated 
 bottle sleeves with swing pocket, and 
chill pack; center section for marketing 
materials or personal affects, zippered 

pocket for corkscrew, pens, etc.

                                                                                
Dimensions: ”H x ”W x ”D                                             

Adorn: ”H x ”W

1290I Four Bottle Traveler

Completely insulated with four bottle 
separator (removable) and inside pocket 
housing two chill packs.  Carry bottles 
or remove separator for any perishables.  
Outer pocket with tab-close flap.  Perfect 
wine sales tool accompanied by a briefcase, 
or the ideal insulated car bag for travel.         

Dimensions: .”H x .”W x .”D                                             
Adorn: ”H x ”W

6649 Four Bottle Backpack

An unusually functional insulated 
environment crafted in a traditional 
look with world-class  materials and 
workmanship.  Four bottles - highly 
protected and insulated; padded I-Pad 
or netbook pocketing; more pocketing 
and room for the necessities of the wine 
professional or aficionado.  Stowable 
shoulder strap, grab handle and very 
comfortable backpack straps - provides 
user options and ease of mobility.                                    

Dimensions: ”H x ”W x ”D                                             
Adorn: ”H x ”W





FourBottle

6638 Cellar Briefcase

This briefcase-style bag accommodates four bottles in an 
insulated and segregated in-line bottle area.  The area is 
closed with a double zippered ‘e-speed’ style pull-open 

flap.  In front of the wine compartment is a large document 
area - fully padded and protected; a ”x ’ flap over pocket 

provides secure no-loss storage for puller; cell or other 
items.  The entire back of this bag is a large open pocket for 

documents, sell sheets, fliers, etc.                                                                                                

Dimensions: .”H x ”W x .”D                                                         
Adorn: ”H x ”W

6624 Estate Briefcase

The absolute ultimate combination of the fine Italian leather 
and wine functionality.  Four bottles; electronic pocketing 

(I-Pad, netbook PED’s, etc), plus room for product sell sheets, 
shelf talkers, etc.  Following the design parameters of the 

Cellar Briefcase the Estate Briefcase is individually hand cut 
and fitter with accoutrements becoming it’s quality and 

aesthetics.                                                                             

Dimensions: .”H x ”W x .”D                                                         
Adorn: ”H x ”W





SixBottle

Six Bottle Convertible 1260C
A combination of the Industry Standard Six 

Bottle Salesperson’s Bag and the Vintage 
Three Bottle Bag. One of the insulated 
three bottle sleeves is replaced with a 

three bottle bag. This bag is made of the 
same material as the Six Bottle Bag, and is 

embroidered just as the Six Bottle Bag. It 
is affixed with d-ring connections allowing 

one to remove the shoulder strap from 
the Six Bottle Bag and place on the three-

bottle bag. It is a logical arrangement 
affording the user choice and versatility. 

                                                                                
Dimensions: ”H x .”W x ”D                                                                                        

Adorn: ”H x ”W                                                    
”H x ”W (insert)

1260 Six Bottle Salesperson

The single most-used bag in the wine 
industry.  Rugged Cordura nylon, polyester; 
or fine grain leather.  Three large sections 
- two outer sections hold three-bottle 
insulated sleeves with swing pockets and 
chill packs.  Large center compartment 
for marketing materials, laptop, personal 
affects or other items.  Two zippered 
pockets sized for business cards and 
corkscrews.  Leather handle-wrap and 
removable/adjustable shoulder strap with 
large soft pad.             

                                                                                    
Dimensions: ”H x .”W x ”D                                                                                        
Adorn: ”H x ”W





SixBottle

6617 Six Bottle Lite

The traditional Six Bottle Salesperson’s Bag utilizing the 
same quality materials and workmanship – absent any bells 
and whistles.  Simple and efficient, the bag has three large 

compartments; the outer two each holding standard fully 
insulated three-bottle sleeves.  Each sleeve equipped with 

two swing pockets – each containing a non-toxic, re-usable 
chill pack.  The center compartment would accept laptop, 

note or net book, I-Pad, binder, sell sheets, shelf talkers, etc.

                                                                                              

Dimensions: ”H x .”W x ”D 

                                                     Adorn: ”H x ”W

1250I Six Bottle Traveler 

Fully insulated with secure three-sided zipper top.  Outside 
pocket under flap with Velcro tab closure.  Half-inch 

insulated bottled separators removed for convenience or 
remain for total bottle separation.  Leather hand-wrap, 

removable/adjustable shoulder strap with soft pad - wine 
industry workhorse.                                                                          

Dimensions: ”H x ”W x .”D

Adorn: ”H x ”W





WineOnWheels

6541               
WOW Traveler   

            

Our smallest wheeled 
bag; featuring  - bottle 

capacity, large front 
pocket with divider sized 
for binders and literature; 
convenient organizer area 

under the top zip-open 
cover.  The frame and 

handle assembly for this 
bog were custom made 

for chill-n-go.  You’ll find 
superior strength and 

stability in this product.                

Dimensions:                                  
”H x ”W x .”D

”H (Handle Extended)                                           
Adorn:                                                     

”H x ”W

6623               
The Cube    

           

Nine bottle slots with 
large front pocket.  

Accommodates laptop, 
binder; folders, sell sheets, 
etc.  This bag is similar in 
style to the WOW traveler 

- short, compact, low 
CG.  Unlike the WOW -  
and WOW - , this bag 
has minimal storage 

area above the slotted 
bottle compartment - 

perhaps only for flat or 
folded (jacket) items.  

Embroidery is applied to 
the front pocket just as 

the WOW traveler.            

Dimensions:                                     
”H x ”W x ”D

”H (Handle Extended)                                            
Adorn:                                                    

”H x ”W

6460               
WOW -    

            

This heavily insulated, 
commercial grade, 

wheeled bag has room for 
six bottles and more.  The 

large organizer pocket 
area in front, couple 

with the huge amount of 
space above the bottle 
storage area, make this 
bag the only bag you’ll 
need for transport and 

presentations.      
             

Dimensions:                         
”H x ”W x .”D

”H (Handle Extended)                                                      
Adorn:                                                    

”H x ”W (flap)                                                 
”H x ”W (pocket)





WineOnWheels

6335 WOW-

The brute of the line -  bottles safely store in the heavily 
insulated bottom section.  On top is ample room for more 
wine at least  bottles if desired - and/or binders, laptop, 
table cloths, personal affects, etc.  Huge side pockets hold 
more marketing materials, personal affects, etc.  The large 
pocket has an office organizer area as well as padded cell 
phone, or PDA pocket.  

                                                                                              

Dimensions: ”H x ”W x ”D; .”H (Handle Extended)                                             
Adorn: ”H x ”W (flap); ”H x ”W (pocket)

6647 The Case 

Twelve bottle wheeled portage in a traditional upright 
‘case’ configuration ( x ).  Low profile, extreme insulation, 

re-enforced lift handles, in-line skate wheels rear; spinner 
wheels front.  Pocketing for electronics and/or literature. 

Dimensions: .”H x ”W x ”D; ”H (Handle Extended)                                       
Adorn: ”H x ”W





Twelve Bottle Trunk Bag 6367
Twelve individual insulated slots; nylon lined; heavy 
-denier or ,-denier outer; half dozen chill packs; 
shoulder strap with large soft pad; carrying handles.  The 
‘mother ship’ will keep lots of wine (or other things) cold for 
extended periods.                                                        

Dimensions: ”H x ”W x ”D                                                                                                  
Adorn: ”H x ”W

Encore  Shipper 6672
Crushed cardboard shipper cases are inherently smaller than 
their Styrofoam counterparts; yet offer equal protection. The 

Encore  Shipper Case affords handle, shoulder or wheeled 
transport. On the return, the case compactly folds and can 

be placed inside a suitcase. The wheel panel stores inside its 
own bag to prevent soiling or snagging luggage contents.                                                                                      

Dimensions: .”H x ”W x .”D

Adorn: ”H x ”W





TableCoverings

Table Banner 6597A
One more narrow linen cloths that drape 
across a table.  Finished with either a 
square cut or angled cut creating a ‘V’ 
end.   Particularly effective at showcasing 
different brands or varietal on a single 
table using multiple banners. 

Dimensions: ”H x ”W

Adorn: ”H x ”W

Simple Table Cloth 6432
Simple, non-fitted, non-structured 
cloth that will accommodate almost any 
table.  Available in over  colors, our 
Bronco poly-cotton blend fabric is woven 
specifically for table linen use.  Treated to 
resist spills and stains.

Dimensions: ’H x ”W

Adorn: ”H x ”W

Square Table Drape 6500
                       Providing tremendous ‘bang 

for the buck’, the small square table drape 
with brand embroidery in the corner will 
clearly set your table apart from the rest.   

Dimensions: ”H x ”W

Adorn: ”H x ”W

Full Table Cover 6595
Designed to provide a tailored and exact 

fit and look.  This cloth fully covers the 
standard size foot folding table in common 
use today.  Available in both and open and 

closed back version.

Dimensions: ”H x ”W x ”D

Adorn: ”H x ”W
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